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Let f(z) denote a meromorphic function and {u~(z)}~= i be k linear inde- 
pendent small meromorphic functions of f(z); that is T(r, a,) = o( T(r, f)). 
Let L(f) denote the Wronskin off(z) and {q(z)}f=, : 
f a, a2 a3 ‘..ak 
f’ a; a; a; . ..a. 
L(f)= f” a: a; a; .-.a; . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(1) 
f (k) (k) ai (k) (k) a2 a3 . . . (k) ak 
In this note we study the growth of the above type of Wronskins and 
improve some results obtained in (1) by a simpler argument. 
1. CLASSES OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
OF LIMITED GROWTH 
DEFINITION 1. Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function of 
finite order A and U(r) (r> rO) denote a positive continuous function 
tending to cc with r satisfying the following conditions: 
(1”) lb+ m (log U(r)/log r = A; 
(2”) There exists a number c > 1 such that U(cr) = 0 ( U(r)) ; 
(3”) O<lim ,-.AW+,f)lW))<~. 
For each f the existence of such a function U(r) is assured by [4-63. 
We denote by S(f, U) and S(f, T) the set of all meromorphic functions 
g(z) respectively that satisfy 
W, g)=dW-11 and T(r, g) = o{W, .!I>. (2) 
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As remarked in [l] the set S(f, U) contains all the meromorphic 
functions h(z) that satisfy 
In particular, in the case ,I> 0, S(f, U) contains all the meromorphic 
functions of order less than 1. 
Also it is clear from (2) that S(f; T) c S(f, U). 
LEMMA 1. Let (a,(z)}:= 1 be k smallfunction off(z) and c be a constant 
>l. Then 
T(r, L(f)) = O(T(cr, f)) + O(log r) (3) 
and 
f(z) = - i b,(z) ai(z); b:(z) = Bi(z) L(f), (4) 
r=l 
where B,(Z) denotes rational function of {al(z)):= 1 and t( <k)th derivatives 
OfJ 
Proof. Clearly, L(f) can be expressed as 
L(f)= A,(z)f+ A,(z)"/-'+ AZ(Z)ffl + . . . +A,(z)fY 
where A,(z) (i= 0, 1,2, . . . . n) are differential polynomials in a(z), 




G,:~ {m(r,f(‘)/f)+m(r, f)+ W-,f"')l +o{T(r,f)) 
<ifo l(i+1)7(r,f))+,~~m(r,/"'lf)+o(T(r,f)~ 
<O{T(r,f)}+ i c,{1+logcr+logT(cy,f) 
r=1 
=O{T(cr,f)+logr). 
This proves that (3) and (4) follow easly from [3, formulae (9) and (IO]. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1 Cl, Theorem 3). Let f(z) be a meromorphic function of 
finite order R with U(r) defined us in Definition 1. Let {ai(z)> 1 c S(f, U) 
be k linear independent meromorphic functions. Then the function L(f) as 
defined by (1) is also of order i.. 
Proof From (2) it follows that L(f) has an order IL < 1. On the other 
according to [2, Theorem 4.11 and (4) we have 
T(r, bi)d~,T(cr, b:)+log cr+O(l) 
< co{ T(cr, B,) + T(cr, L(f )I} + log r + O( 11, 
where q, is a constant. Again by 2” and (4), we have 
T(r, f) G i T(r, b,) + o{ U(r)) 
= 0 
i 
i T(cr, B,) + T( cr, L(f) + O(log r) + o{ U(r)} 
r-1 
= O{T(cr, L(f)} + o{ U(r)} + O(log r). (5) 
Now in view of (5), we can conclude that AL < I. is impossible. Since 
otherwise from 1” we would have 
T(cr, f) = o{ U(r)}. 
This and (5) yield T(r, f) = o(U(r)}, contradicting 3”. Hence, we must 
have I, = i. 
Notation. o(f) = {a(z); a(z) is a meromorphic function satisfying 
T(cr, a) = o( T( r, f) > for some c > 1; c may depend on a(z)}. 
THEOREM 2 [1, Theorem 41. Let f(z) be a meromorphic function and 
(ai(z) be k 1 inear independent functions c a( f ). Then L(f) and f haoe 
the same order and lower order. 
Proof Let I, p; AL, pL be the orders and lower orders off and L(f ), 
respectively. Then from (3) we have 
PLGPi &<A. (6) 
It follows from (5) that 
T(r,f) = 0 
1 
i T(cr, B,) + T(cr, L(f )) + O(log r) 
I=1 > 
= O{ T(cr, L(f )) I+ o{ T(r, f) I+ O(log r). 
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Thus 
T(r, f) = O{ T(cr, L(f))} + w% r). 
It follows that ,U Q /Jo and A < 1,. By combining this with (6) we prove the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(z) denote a meromorphic function and g(f, T) = 
S(f, T) u co. Lf there exists a function al(z) c $(f, T) satisfying 
Nr, Nf- 4)) = o{ T(r, f}, if al(z) = ~0, Nr, l)l(f- a)) = Nr, f), (7) 
then to any q- 1 elements (ai(z)} (2 <q < CD), 
i 6(Ui(Z), f) < 2 - riijim 
Nr, l/J,-)) + N(r, A(,-)) 
T(r, A(z)) ’ 
(8) 
I=1 rPE 
where A(z) denotes a suitable meromorphic function having the same order 
and lower order as f, and E is a set of r values of finite linear measure; E 
is an empty set when f is offinite order. 
Proof: Case 1. al(z) z co. If to any 2 d i< q, &a,(z), f) = 0, then we 
can simply choose A(z) sf(z). Since, in this case, N(r, f) = o{ T(r, f )}, 
hence (8) holds automatically. Therefore we may assume, with loss of 
generality, that @a,(z), f) > 0. Also we assume that (a,(z)}~+ (p < q) is a 
maximal linear independent set in {a,(z)}:= *. Let A(z) = L(f) as defined 
by (1) with k=p- 1. It is known [7, Lemma] that A(z) and f have the 
same order and lower order. Now according to [3, formula (6)] 
i +h(z),f)< lim {T(r,Uf))-Nr, l/L(f))}/T(r,f). (9) 
r=2 r-m 
By writing L(f) as 
where A (z) (i= 0, 1, 2, . . . . a2, a3, . . . . ip thus, when r ~ E P - 1) are differential polynomials of 
m(r, Uf )) G m(r, f) + o{ T(r, f )>. 
Here meas E < co, if the order off is infinite; otherwise E is empty. Noting 
that N(r, L(f)) = o{ T(r, f )}, we derive 
WY Uf )) G (I+ o(l)) T(r, f ), r C E. (10) 
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This and (9) yield 
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i- 44(Z)> f) d lim { T(r, Uf)) - Nr, l/L(f))}/T(r, L(f)) 
r=2 Y<,= 
YeE 
= 1 yFx N( ? 1/W))P(r, Uf)). 
YEE 
(11) 
Applying once more the result 3, formula (6)], we obtain 
namely when r > rO, 
T(r, Uz)) > (42) T(r, f). 
Therefore, 
N(r, L(f)) = WW, f)) + o{ T(r, f)) = 4 T(r, f)} = 4 T(r, Uf)). 
Combining this with (1 l), we derive 




i 6(%(z), f) G 2-?Fm { Vr, l/W)) + N(r, L(f))}/T(r, f), 
I=1 YEE 
Case 2. u,(z)=O. In this case, we consider g(z) z l/‘(z). Then g andf 
have the same order and lower order. Moreover, N( co, g) = N(0, f), 
T(r, g)=T(r,f)+O(l), and hence, N(co, g)=O{T(r, g)}. Then accord- 
ing to the above discussion, we conclude that there exists a meromorphic 
functions L(g) such that 
k 6(11ui(z)3 8)= f  6(uz(z),S) 
1=1 r=l 
= 2- lim {NY, l/L(g)) + Wr, Ug))}/T(r, L(g). 
Y-m 
y‘EE 
Thus we can simply choose A(z) = L(g). 
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Case 3. A(z) f o, co. In this case, the conclusion follows by consider- 
ing g(z) zf(z) - a,(z). This also completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. CONSEQUENCE 
A classical result of Nevanlinna [S] says that iff(z) is a transcendental 
meromorphic function of finite noninteger order A, then 
where K(i) > 0 is a constant only depending on A. Thus from this and 
Theorem 3, we can state the following result: 
THEOREM 4. Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function of non- 
integer order A. If there exists a function a,(z) E s(f; 7’) with 6(a,(z), f) = 1, 
then to any q - 1 (22) functions {a,(z)}g=, in s(f, T), 
f 6(+),f)<2-K(A). 
1=1 
This improves a result obtained recently by Chuang [ 1, Theorem 51, 
where it is required that T(cr, a. (z)) = o{ T(r, f )}, i= 1,2, . . . . q for some 
constant c > 1. Here we are able to remove this unnecessary restriction. 
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